Blindness and sin
The issue of the five senses belonged to philosophical or psychological discussions already in antiquity.
1 Aristotle was known as the first influential author who explained the functions of the sense organs in his De anima and in De sensu. His influence was strong in Renaissance studies, which dealt with the human mind and defended the usefulness of the senses. In Liber de anima (1540), Philip Melanchthon wrote, by reference to Plato, that sight was the most valuable of the senses and it helped men to learn Divinity (p. 72). Another important context for these observations was medieval and religious ethics, which identified the senses as potential threats to men's morals, seeing the eyes as windows, gateways and passages through which not only good impulses and the doctrine of faith, but also different vices, temptations and the seven deadly sins could reach the soul (Schleusener-Eichholz 1985, pp. 884-91; Vinge 1975, pp. 47-70) . Satirical disease eulogies made use of several of the commonplace images and arguments found in such works as the tenth book of Augustine's Confessiones, Vincent of Beauvais's Speculum morale, Jacopone da Todi's thirteenth-century poetry and Caelius Rhodiginus's early sixteenth-century compilation entitled Lectiones antiquae, all of which included discussions of the senses. The topic of perception also belonged to rhetorical exercises in which orators disputed the merits of the five senses (Claren 2003, p. xix, n. 25; Esser 1961, p. 144) .
Praising eyes and seeing was a conventional topic in university orations. In his speech De visu & caecitate oratio delivered to new masters graduates at Tübingen in 1587, a professor of Greek and Latin, Martin Crusius (Martin Kraus, 1526-1607), eloquently praised the gift of seeing, although he admitted that a piercing inner vision was an even rarer gift. Following the Aristotelian view of the usefulness of sight, Crusius argued that the capacity for seeing had enabled Anaximander, one of the earliest philosophers of the Ionian school, to discover the equinox and the solstice; it had enabled men to create and develop sciences and had helped prophets, evangelists and apostles to learn Divinity. Sight was lauded as the most important of the five senses, its great value being evident from the eyes' location in the head, significantly situated above the rest of the body. This argument was traditional and familiar from the second Book of Cicero's De natura deorum. God had wisely given men two eyes instead of one, so that they would see to the right and left simultaneously and not in one direction only. The eyes' significance was also proved by their helpfulness in work and building up society, including its different fields of trade, agriculture, winegrowing, architecture and navigation. Darkness, by contrast, was a malady, as it had been in Egypt, and Crusius gave several historical examples of men dazzled by some external source, such as snow or the sun seen in eclipse. Crusius had a strong Christian emphasis in his speech, and he condemned blindness in the sense of not obeying God. According to Philip Molstetter's Laus caecitatis (1593), even the original sin was set in motion the moment Eve saw the forbidden fruit. A different opinion, however, was expressed in Podagraegraphia (p. 254), which stated that there was dispute about the reason for the Fall, with both Eve and the serpent blamed. According to Gout who is speaking here, Eve wrongly blamed the serpent for the first sin, while the serpent equally erroneously accused the delicious-looking fruit. Gout refused to find fault with the sight of the apple or with seeing it, but called for the control of reason and God's will. Moreover, the gout patient who appealed to his innocence was equally in the wrong.
Crusius assessed seeing as a useful ability that had morally elevating effects on human life, whereas blindness equalled sin and ignorance. This idea has penetrated western thinking in general, and in beliefs concerning the meaning of blindness, the metaphorical parallel between the physical and the mental (or the moral) has been widely acknowledged. Roman satires included many references to various forms and degrees of blindness and defects of visual perception with people being depicted as dazzled or completely blind. Defective vision was usually interpreted morally, and it implied spiritual blindness and false judgement, the blind men's reluctance to see themselves in a true light. In
